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To excel as a hub of 

disseminating knowledge and 

nurturing innovative ideas in 

information technology through 

learning and performance for the 

benefit of thesociety. 

✓ To facilitate experiential learning environment for student community. 
✓ To cultivate teamwork and ethical values amongst the student community and 

nurture them as responsible information technology professional in the society. 
✓ To encourage student community to develop aptitude to innovate and inculcate 

enterprising qualities of job creators. 
✓ To strengthen the rapport with reputed information technology organizations to 

build quality industry-academia network. 
 

Chairman: Sri G. Dayanand 

The newsletter of the department ISE is providing great 

space for the faculty and students to pen down their innovative 

ideas, imagination and perceptions to show case their creativity. So, I 

take the opportunity to congratulate the department of ISE and its 

editorial team to successful release of this issue. I am sure that 

students and faculty will find the content of this edition very 

interesting andeducating 

Executive Director: Sri G. DManoj 

I am indeed happy to know that the department of ISE has 

taken initiative in realizing its monthly newsletter and urge  

faculties and students to make use of the platform to share and 

educate among themselves in publishing article pertaining to the 

emerging domain and articles of interesting. I congratulate the 

team of editorial community and department ofISE 

 

Principal’s Desk: Dr. H Ramakrishna 

It gives me immense pleasure to note that, SCE has been 

publishing bi-annual newsletter and I am sure, this will provide an 

opportunity for the faculty and students to share their knowledge 

and beacon the information about various issues and activities that 

are being taking place in the department. I look forward for more 

activities and achievements for the department to march towards 

excellence in the future. I would like to thank all teaching, supporting 

staff and our beloved students for their active participation in 

publishing this magazine. My special compliments and congratulation 

to the editorial team of the department for their consistent effort 

in publishing thisnewsletter. 

SAPTHAGIRI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

#14/5 Chikkasandra, Hesaraghatta Main Road, Bengaluru – 560057 

Department of Information Science and Engineering 
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Vice Principal’s Desk: Dr. M HAnnaiah 
 

I am very happy and delighted to know that our college is bringing 

Out the college newsletter. SCE is one of the leading premier 

engineering colleges in the country offering quality technical 

education to students thereby enabling them to become globally 

acceptable engineers in their domains. The newsletter provides a 

platform for both faculty and students to showcase their 

achievements and hidden talents. I congratulate our beloved 

principal and members of editorial board for bringing out this 

excellent and informative newsletter on time. 

 
 

We are presenting you December 2019 newsletter. Our 

goal is to create a new forum for exchange of information on 

all aspects of information science. Future scope of the 

INSPIRE ZONE is open to your suggestions. I would like to 

encourage you to submit original research notes as well as 

opinions, technical reports and short communication in general  

area ofinterest. 

 

 

Inside the Issue 

❖ Technical talk  

❖ Workshop 

❖ Career Guidance 

 

HOD’s Desk : Dr. H R Ranganatha 

Technical talk on Cloud Computing: An 

Industry Perspective 
The Department of ISE had organized a Technical 

Talk on “Cloud Computing: An Industry Perspective” 

from ISE alumni Mr. Praveen, who has passed out in the 

year 2017 on 14th September 2019.Mr. Praveen currently 

working as Cloud Engineer at Mind Tree. DrH R 

Ranganatha, HOD, Dept. of ISE welcomed Mr. Praveen 

formally. The session was held for Pre-final year and final 

year students of the department. Totally 200 students were 

present in this session.Mr. Praveen gave an insight on how 

cloud technologies work and he educated the students with 

his inspiring talk that took students on a journey from. 

Also He discussed about many projects that can be done in 

this platform. 
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One Day Workshop On Machine Learning 

Department of Information Science & Engineering had organized One Day 

Workshop on Machine Learning titled „Machine Learning Intuitions’ on 21st 

September, 2019 for Students of ISE. Mr.Raghavendra Rao Althar, Quality Management 

strategist in Insurance from First American Ltd. Bengaluru was the resourceperson. 

The workshop was inaugurated by Dr. H Ramakrishna, Principal, SCE and Dr. M.H. 

Annaiah, Vice-Principal, SCE. He enlightened the student community on underlying 

concepts in the arena of Machine Learning. He stressed upon the fact that “Machine 

Learning is not a Magic but pure Geometry.” 

He shared with the students‟ fundamental concepts pertaining to regression, 

classification, clustering and natural language processing (NLP). Also he urged students 

to give more importance for data cleansing as garbage-in-garbage out is a phenomenon 

that results eventually if proper data is not provided. 
 

 

Technical talk on CMR Package 

The Department of Information Science & Engineering had organized a Career 

Guidance & Interaction Session with Alumni Ms.HinaHishrathMab, Junior Associate, 

Cons league Ltd on 2nd November 2019. Ms.Hina took students of 7th , 5th and 3rd semester 

through an immersed experience of making a career in Cloud Computing in general and 

CRM software like Sales Force. 

She gave nitty-gritty of working methods with Sales Force and also guided students on 

how to pursue certifications in Sales Force and also highlighted various designations in 

which a Sales Force Certified Engineer can work.The session was followed by Q&A 

where enthusiastic students got their doubts clarified. 
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Career Guidance 

The Department of ISE had organized a Technical Talk on “Career Guidance” 

from ISE Mr. Gaurav Bansal, Manya Education Private Limited (MEPL). 

Dr. H R Ranganatha, HOD, Dept. of ISE welcomed Mr.GauravBansal formally. 

The session was held for Pre-final year students of the department. Totally 100 students 

were present in this session. 

In his talk he gave the knowledge about career guidance to individuals to help  

them acquire the knowledge, information, skills, and experience necessary to identify 

career options, and narrow them down to make one career decision. He also guided the 

students about higher education inabroad.The organization focuses on foreign university 

admissions and guides students through the entire journey starting from short-listing of 

schools, test preparation, developing a competitive application strategy, interview prep 

and visa services. We believe in helping students realize their dreams. 
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Career Guidance on Certified Associate in Analytics (CAA) 

The department of Information science and engineering has organized the Career 

Guidance on Certified Associate in Analytics (CAA) Certification from Karl Pearson 

Institute (KPI) by Mr. E Johanan Daniel MD & Principal Consultant. It was organized for 

final year and pre final students. 

Mr. E Johanan Daniel has given the talk on data analytics, importance of big data, Real 

world applications, and career applications in big data. He also addressed the importance 

of the certification course on Certified Associate in Analytics with respect to the real 

world applications. He also played some video clip which is related to the data analytics. 

This certification course will cover the following details 

➢ Fundamentals of data and statistical tools foranalysis 

➢ Sources of data and data capturing devices foranalytics 

➢ Data visualization and descriptive statistical tools foranalytics 

➢ Inferential statistical tool foranalytics 

➢ Predictiveanalytics 

➢ Prescriptiveanalytics 

➢ Text analysis 

➢ Fundamentals of information technology and computing foranalytics 

It was very interactive session many of the students were interested in doing this 

certification course. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

HACKATHON-2019 

The department of Information science and engineering had conducted the one day 

workshop on HACKATHON – 2019 on 11th November 2019. It was conducted by Mr. 

Hemanth Y K who is a subject matter expert from ANZ Company and it was organized for 

3rdsem and 5thsem students. Totally 36 students have participated in this event In inauguration 

function Principal Dr.H Ramakrishna, had address the students with very informative talk , Dr. 

H R Ranganatha HOD of ISE had motivated the students by telling the origin of hackathon 

and the speaker Mr. Hemanth Y K had address the gathering with importance of hackathon. 

This Hackathon workshop will cover the domains like Natural Calamities, Education, 

Agriculture, Social welfare, IT sector and Real timeideology 
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Workshop Attended By Faculty 

 
1. Prof.Sudarsanan D has participated in one day national seminar on “AICTE quality 

and sensitization of technical teacher training” on 16/12/2019 at Cambridge 

institution oftechnology. 
 

Paper Publications 

 

1. PreranaChaithra, ShantharamNayak, " Quality Assurance Techniques in SRS 

Documents”, Elsevier-Scopus indexed International Journal of Innovative Technology 

and Exploring Engineering (IJITEE), ISSN:2278-3075, Vol-9, Issue-2S, December 

2019, pp. 14-18 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                            

STUDENTS CORNER 

Meghana Nagraj Ranjitha Nayak 
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Program Educational Objectives (PEOs)  

 

The program educational objectives of Bachelor of Engineering in Information Science and 

Engineering at Sapthagiri College of Engineering are broadly defined on following four counts. 

 

PEO1:  Graduates will be able to successfully integrate the fundamentals of Information Science 

and Engineering with design tools and methodologies to build innovative systems and solve 

complex technological problems in their profession. 

 

PEO2: Graduates will begin their career or pursue higher studies in Information Science and 

Engineering or in their chosen field and engage in lifelong learning. 

 

PEO3: Graduates will be advancing in their professional skills that prepare them for better growth 

in diverse career paths of Information Science and Engineering and related fields.  

 

PEO4: Graduates will demonstrate inclination towards the needs of the society through 

professional ethics, research and service. 

 

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs)  

 

The graduates of Information Science and Engineering program of Sapthagiri College of 

Engineering should be able to attain the following at the time of graduation  

 

PSO1: Apply a sound fundamental knowledge in mathematics and physical sciences to 

Information science Engineering 

 

PSO2: Analyze, design and evaluate computer components and information systems using 

technology/ suitable platform 

 

PSO3: Apply modern technology to implement in the components and its system. 

 

Editorial Board 

Chief Editor: Dr. H R Ranganatha HOD, ISE 

Sub Editor: Prof. Divyashree G Assistant Professor, ISE 

Student Member: OmkarR (7thsem) 

A T Shwetha (5thsem) 

SuhanaS (3rdsem) 

Email-id: inspirezoneisesce@gmail.com

mailto:inspirezoneisesce@gmail.com
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